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Summer sessions to be offered online

Credit/
no credit 
grading 
option now 
available

The Office of Student 
Success has allowed 
students to opt out from 
letter grades for a credit/
no credit option for the 
spring term to minimize 
adverse impacts to 
academic performance 
due to changes resulting 
from the COVID-19 
pandemic, the university 
announced in an email 
addressed to all active 
students April 8. 

“ We  u n d e r s t a n d 
that the shift to 
virtual  instruction 
has disrupted your 
educational experience 
this semester,” the 
university-wide email 
from the Office of 
Student Success stated. 
“In an effort to reduce 
any adverse effects on 
your academic progress, 
we are offering you the 
flexibility to choose 
different grading options 
for spring 2020. We hope 
that this will help you 
focus on successfully 
completing the semester 
in these unforeseen 
a n d  c h a l l e n g i n g 
circumstances.” 

Aside from the 
credit/no credit policy, 
undergraduate students 
may also choose a letter 
grade/no credit option, 
which allows students 
to receive a letter grade 
of C or above and receive 
no credit for grades D or 
below. While graduate 
students have a similar 
opportunity, they will 
need to receive a grade 
of B or higher to receive 
a letter grade. 

“I’m glad the university 
is offering multiple 
options,” said Helen 
Nguyen, a fourth-
year English education 
student. “It gives 
students a chance to not 
let the pandemic, which 
is something out of their 
control, affect their 
grades.” 

According to the email, 
students will be able to 
begin changing their 
grading options online 

See GRADING / Page 2

The Office of Student 
Success announced March 30 

that the summer 2020 sessions 
will be held completely online 
in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

As instruction for the 

remainder of the spring 
2020 semester will continue 
virtually, the summer 2020 
sessions are to follow that 
path. 

An announcement made 
March 30 on the Cal Poly 
Pomona summer index 
states, “Summer registration 

See SUMMER / Page 4 
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US coronavirus death rates 
expected to hit all-time high
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Death toll in U.S. reached over 21,000 as of April 12
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Essential services on campus, Pomona still open
On March 17, Cal Poly 

Pomona President, Soraya 
M. Coley, announced the 
cancellation of all face-
to-face classes and stated 
they would be completed 
remotely. 

As the CPP community 
adjusts to this new 
normal, Coley stressed 
in a statement that while 
the school is moving 
to remote means of 
continuing instruction 
and the business of the 
university, the campus is 
not closed. 

“Essential functions 
to support continued 
teaching, learning, and 
student services will 
continue,” Coley stated 
in the March 17 email.

Some buildings on 
campus remain open as 
an essential service to 
accommodate students. 

With adjusted hours, 
the campus facilitators 
have made sure to keep 
the most important 
departments of CPP open 
for use. 

Esther Chou Tanaka, 
the director of strategic 
communication at CPP, 
explained there was 
a quick reduction in 
the number of people 
coming to campus, but 
the university’s business 
operations continue, 
with many of them being 
through remote methods.

“The situation with 
COVID-19 is unique, 
and our entire country 
is facing unprecedented 
challenges,” Tanaka said. 
“We have a dedicated and 
supportive community of 
faculty, staff, students, 
alumni and community 
partners.” 

“Their understanding, 
flexibility and motivation 
to support students has 
helped our campus 

quickly adapt to the 
changes.”

Businesses around 
campus, particularly in 
Pomona, have begun to 
trickle away as they have 
been forced to close their 
doors until further notice. 
The businesses that are 
considered “COVID-
19 essential services” 
are still up and running 
while administering 
modifications to ensure 
the proper safety 
regulations are enforced. 
Some of these essential 
services, both on and off 
campus, that will remain 
open include: 

Student  Health 
Center

The Student Health 
Center will proceed with 
normal business hours. 
All appointments must 
be made via telephone 
in an effort to screen 
students’ health before 
scheduling a face-to-face 
appointment. Please call 
(909) 869-4000 between 8 
a.m.-5 p.m. on weekdays. 

Dining Options
Centerpointe Dining 

Commons, Innovation 
Brew Works and Vista 
Market are the only 
dining options currently 
available at CPP. 

Centerpointe and 
Innovation Brew Works 
are accepting to-go and 
delivery orders through 
the campus Grubhub 
app, with fees waived as 
a courtesy. Below are the 
modified hours: 

• C e n t e r p o i n t e 
Dining Commons

8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
between Monday-Friday;

11 a.m.-6 p.m. between 
Saturday and Sunday.

• Innovation Brew 
Works

11 a.m.-7 p.m. between 
Monday-Sunday.

• Vista Market
8 a.m.-5 p.m. between 

Monday-Friday.

10 a.m.-4 p.m. between 
Saturday-Sunday.

Student Accounting 
& Cashiering Services

Beginning March 25, 
the Student Accounting 
& Cashiering Services 
(SACS) changed to a 
partially remote work 
schedule. From 9 a.m.-
noon on weekdays, 
SACS will be available 
in-person in the Student 
S e r v i c e s  B u i l d i n g 
(Building 121) first floor 
at the green counter and 
over the phone at (909) 
869-2010.

University Library 
The University Library 

closed its doors on March 
28, but students are 
encouraged to continue 
to utilize resources and 
services still available 
from off-campus. 

Article databases, 
e-books and 24/7 
online reference chat 
services are all available. 
Librarians are available 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-
Thursday and 9 a.m.-4 
p.m. on Fridays. Subject 
librarians are also 

available for scheduled 
online consultations. 
Questions can be 
answered by calling (909) 
869-3075 or emailing 
libraryhelp@cpp.edu.

The Farm Store
The Farm Store at 

Kellogg Ranch remains 
open, and according to a 
statement on the website, 
the staff is committed 
to its customers’ health 
and safety during this 
pandemic. 

Reusable bags are 
currently not allowed to 
further protect customers 
and employees. The store 
will proceed to operate 
with the normal business 
hours, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
daily.

The Bookstore 
The Bookstore remains 

open from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
between Monday-Friday. 

Students expecting to 
graduate are able to take 
advantage of the Grad 
Pack Specials that have 
been extended until May 
8 by midnight. 

P a r k i n g  a n d 
Transportation

Parking enforcement 
rules remain active, but 
a prorated refund is being 
offered for students who 
no longer wish use it. 
Office hours are currently 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. from 
Monday-Friday.

University Housing 
Services (UHS)

UHS will keep providing 
services to those who 
cannot return home. UHS 
determined modifications 
needed to follow safety 
regulations and adjusted 
hours to the main UHS 
office. The hours are 
now 8 a.m.-noon between 
Monday-Friday. 

University Police
The campus police 

station remains open 
24/7. 

Essential services 
still offered — Pomona 
Area:

Pomona Val ley 
Hospital  Medical 
Center

Open 24/7 daily.
USPS, Pomona
The post office in 

Pomona will remain open 
during this pandemic and 
will continue to provide 
necessary services. Its 
hours include:

9 a.m.-5 p.m. between 
Monday-Friday;

9 a.m.-1 p.m. on 
Saturday.

Last collection is 
at 5 p.m. between 
Monday-Friday.

Food and Drink:
Many dining options 

remain open but limit 
customers to take-out or 
delivery options only. 

• In-N-Out Burger 
– Indian Hill 
Boulevard

Open from 10:30 
a.m.-1 a.m. between 
Sunday-Thursday;

open from 10:30 
a.m.-1:30 a.m. between 
Friday-Saturday.

• Jack in the Box, 
South Reservoir 
Street

Open 24/7 daily with 

drive-thru and takeout 
as the only options.

• Starbucks
Starbucks is only 

offering take-out or 
delivery options. Some 
Starbucks locations have 
shut down completely 
while others have just 
adjusted their operations. 
The Starbucks located at 
3423 Pomona Blvd. is 
open 4:30 a.m.-9 p.m. 
between Monday-Friday 
and 6 a.m.-8 p.m. on 
Saturday and Sunday.

Grocery stores 
• Walmart, Rio 

Rancho Road
The community is still 

able to obtain essential 
goods at grocery stores. 
Walmart remains open 
with adjusted hours, 7 
a.m.-8:30 p.m. daily. 

• WinCo Food, Rio 
Rancho Road

Normally open 24/7, 
WinCo has adjusted its 
hours to 7 a.m.-10 p.m., 
except for Tuesday and 
Thursday with modified 
hours of 7:30 a.m.-10 
p.m.

Pomona Pol ice 
Department

The Pomona Police 
Department, located 
on Mission Boulevard, 
remains open from 9 
a.m.-5 p.m. daily.

Sheraton Hotel 
The Sheraton Hotel 

opened its doors to 
coronavirus patients 
on April 1. The hotel is 
using the 244 rooms to 
quarantine those with 
symptoms or are waiting 
for test results and will 
remain open for patients 
until May 31.

Chase Bank, West 2nd 
Street 

The bank remains open 
with adjusted hours of 
9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. between 
Monday-Friday and 
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. on 
Saturday. ATMs remain 
open 24/7.

The University Police Department is the one essential service on campus that remains open 24/7.
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By DESIREE McCLEAN 
Staff Writer
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Centerpointe Dining Commons closed its seating options, as it only offers to-go and delivery options through the 
CPP Grubhub app. managing@thepolypost.com

Reach Desiree McClean at

starting April 16. 
The deadline for 

submissions will be on 
May 8. 

Those who do not 
submit any changes 
will continue receiving 
traditional letter grading.

Classes will continue 
via virtual format 

throughout the summer 
2020 semester, as 
announced March 30 
by the Office of Student 
Success.

It is unclear whether 
the option for credit/no 
credit grading will be 
available for the summer 
term. 

The option is currently 

under discussion by 
the California State 
U n i v e r s i t y  ( C S U ) 
Chancellor’s Office and 
the Cal Poly Pomona 
Academic Senate, and 
an announcement will 
be made as soon as a 
decision is reached. 

GRADING: Deadline to submit grading choice is May 8

Petty theft
Reported 4:12 
p.m., March 30
Building #62, 
Montanas, beat 
3, 62 Kellogg 
Drive, Pomona
Disposition: 
Inactive/suspended

Hit & run 
10:02 a.m., April 2
Building #62, 
Montanas, beat 
3, 62 Kellogg 
Drive, Pomona
Disposition: 
Inactive/suspended

POLICE BLOTTER
managing@thepolypost.com
Reach Sarah Han at

Continued from Page 1
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Students share how they’re preparing 
for exams amid virtual instruction

Louis Guan | Fourth-year computer science 
student

“Yeah, (my studying habits have) 
definitely (changed since going 
virtual). I’m kinda not really studying 
much since all the exams are online. 
So, it’s like I’m going on Google and 
getting my answers through there. 
Besides that, I have my Discord 
open as well (where) I ask my fellow 
classmates. Before, I would study for 
like three hours before I sleep, then 
study for another three hours once I 
get to school for my exams …. For me, 
the online method sucks. It’s like, it 
just gives me no motivation to study, 
because all I do (is) the opposite of my 
previous method.”

Due to Cal Poly Pomona’s decision to transition all classes to virtual instruction on March 18, students are going through midterm and finals season without access to 
on-campus resources such as library study rooms, computer labs and in-person study groups. Other academic resources such as the Learning Resource Center and the 
Reading, Advising, & Mentoring Program have since moved advising, tutoring and other mentoring services to online appointments and other remote methods.

To see how students are adjusting to this new situation, The Poly Post interviewed some students on how they are preparing for exams for their online classes, as well as 
how their studying habits have changed. Photos are courtesy of each individual student.

Meilinda Darmawan | First-year architecture 
student

“Architecture finals are project-
based. My studying habits have 
pretty much stayed the same, but I 
just need to make sure to keep good 
communication with teachers and 
other classmates so I know I’m on the 
right track. Working on projects has 
definitely gotten a bit harder since we 
don’t have our studio space. In the 
studio, it’s a lot easier to get feedback 
from classmates and is overall a 
better creative environment. However, 
it is nice to be honing digital work 
skills.”

Phillip Callahan | Fourth-year plant science 
student

“I’m preparing for midterms by 
watching the news in anticipation 
of social unrest and making sure my 
family has food. Yeah, studying’s 
pretty rough. I got a younger brother 
and sister to take care of, so it’s kinda 
the least of my worries. Dad works all 
day, every day online and Mom left 
last month to be with her parents. 
My preferred study space was the 
library, so studying (now) is more 
challenging to say the least .... I am 
not considering the credit/no credit 
option, simply because the resources 
offered by CPP administration fail 
to explain what that option is in 
detail and how it affects things like 
professional licensing. I plan on 
becoming a pest control advisor.”

Jeremie Javellana | First-year food science 
and technology student

“I feel like it is helpful when professors 
record their lectures, and it does 
make it easier to study the content. 
So, as I review my study guides, I can 
always go back to the exact lecture. 
My habits did change. I do have extra 
resources that my professor provided 
because of everything being online. 
But it is harder to focus because at 
home, there are a lot of distractions 
that can keep me sidetracked versus 
when I’m in the library on my own. 
It’s been hard adjusting to the new 
formatting, but there’s nothing we 
can really do about it. I just hope all 
of this could end sooner.”

Amanda Chang | Second-year computer 
science student

“I usually re-read my notes and 
condense them into a study guide that 
I write or type. If that class posts its 
lectures, I might add a few (or lots of, 
if I’m lazy) screenshots to save time. 
This hasn’t really changed for me 
since going virtual. I don’t think it’s 
harder for me to study, but it’s harder 
for me to concentrate on classes 
which can make my notes worse for 
studying.”

Sylvia Phung | First-year psychology student

“There are some classes that I can 
prepare for and others who have 
changed their midterm formats 
completely. While I do spend time 
doing their midterms, I don’t do much 
prep work and instead just get right 
into it and complete it all at once. 
In terms of studying for the online 
assessment, I feel that I need to 
think critically about the information 
gotten rather than simply memorizing 
and answering multiple choice 
questions. In a way, this is more 
difficult, but in the end, I get a better 
understanding of the subject.”

Photos and quotes compiled by staff writer Amber Li.
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for face-to-face classes is 
temporarily suspended while 
we examine which courses can 
be offered in a virtual format. 
We are making every effort to 
ensure that the courses you need 
to graduate are offered.” 

Registration for summer 
courses opened March 4 and 
is set to close April 22. As of 
now, some of the department 
courses offered include 
engineering, theater (courses 
privy to proximity interaction), 
kinesiology and health. Other 
course options being offered 
can be found under the “altered 
summer curriculum” section on 
the CPP summer session website.

According to the same 
statement made by the Office 
of Student Success, CPP is 
working with the California 
State University Chancellor’s 
Office and Academic Senate to 
evaluate the option of credit/
no credit option for all courses 
offered in the summer 2020 
semester. No mention of tuition 
changes has been made, but 
there is a temporary halt on the 
fee deadline which was set to be 
April 23. Those worried about 
financial aid need not to be, as 
financial aid will still be offered 
within a week of enrolling for the 
summer semester.

Third-year manufacturing 
engineering student Emmanuel 
Delgado-Saucedo describes 
his frustration with this forum 
change for both the spring and 
summer 2020 semesters.

“Honestly, it’s been really 
hard especially since a lot of 
my courses are really applied,” 
Delgado-Saucedo said. “We had 
a final project where we were 
supposed to pour metal to create 
our final project for the class, but 
now that everything is canceled, 
we have to make everything out 
of theory and hope it would 
work, but we’re not actually 
doing hands-on work anymore.” 

However, Delgado-Saucedo 
tries to focus on the positive. 
“There are some courses, 
honestly, now that I look at 
it, that are better online,” 
Delgado-Saucedo said. “I have a 
simulation course. It’s a program 
we use to simulate day-to-day 
work, and it’s so much easier to 
have a professor show you what 
they’re doing on their screen 
as opposed to in a classroom 
setting where you have to sit 20 
feet away from the screen, and 
you’re not sure what’s going on. 
So, it has its benefits, but it also 
has its drawbacks with having 
these online classes.”  

Like Delgado-Saucedo, 
second-year general biology 
student Alondra Carranza shares 
her struggles with the virtual 
switch. 

“When I chose to transfer to 
Cal Poly, I did so for the personal 
feeling of classes being smaller 
in numbers, apart from the 
commute,” Carranza said. “I 
feel I learn better in a classroom 
setting as opposed to an online 
forum and I like being able to 
have my questions answered 
right there and then. Now with 
this online forum, things are 
not the same, especially when 
it comes to labs. 

There is a huge difference 
between being hands-on and 
being handed a video with slides 
to learn off of.” 

Upset about the switch to 
online classes, Carranza has 
decided to opt out of the summer 
2020 semester and hopes to 
continue her studies during fall 
2020 instead, hopefully with 
face-to-face lectures.

Details on the CPP Student 
Success calendar state that 
the summer 2020 schedule is 
still under development and is 
subject to change up until the 
first day of classes. 

managing@thepolypost.com
Reach Jajuan Brown & Julissa Sanchez at
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The United States continues 
to hold the highest number 
of COVID-19 case counts, 
tripling the numbers in 
Spain. As of April 12, there 
are 555,313 confirmed cases 
and 22,020 deaths in the 
U.S., according to the Johns 
Hopkins Center for Systems 
Science and Engineering 
(CSSE).

The daily death toll in the 
country reached a record of 
1,973 on April 8, according 
to the Johns Hopkins CSSE. 
However, researchers in the 
Institute for Health Metrics 
and Evaluation (IHME) at 
the University of Washington 
anticipated the peak of deaths 
around April 11. 

On a positive note, there 
was a drastic decrease in 
the U.S. death projections 
than originally anticipated. 
Around two weeks from the 
publishing date, the IHME 
estimated more than 90,000 
deaths in the U.S. by August 
4 but lowered the numbers to 
60,415 deaths on April 8. 

However, the outbreak is 

expected to get worse before 
getting any better. During 
a press briefing on April 4, 
President Donald Trump 
said the nation is expecting 
one of the deadliest weeks 
to come. Dr. Deborah Birx, 
the coordinator of the White 
House coronavirus task force, 
added that New York, Detroit 
and Louisiana are currently 
the three hotspots closely 
being watched. 

The Department of Health 
and Human Services has been 
working on developing a 
vaccine for the virus, which Dr. 
Anthony Fauci, director of the 
National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Disease, said 
can possibly be released for 
public use in about 12 to 18 
months. 

For now, the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) 
will expedite blood-related 
therapies for patients in 
critical condition. The agency 
will use blood plasma of 
recovered patients to treat 
infected patients, stated FDA 
Commissioner Stephen M. 
Hahn in a press release on 
April 3. 

In California, there are 

21,794 confirmed cases and 
651 deaths as of April 11, 
according to the California 
Department of Public Health. 
While state officials expect 
the peak to arrive during mid-
May, Gov. Gavin Newsom has 
been hopeful of California’s 
progression.

Newsom said during a press 
briefing on April 9 that there 
are now 1,132 patients in 
Intensive Care Unit beds – a 
1.9% drop from the previous 
day. 

“I caution anybody to read 
too much into that one point 
of data, but nonetheless, it is 
encouraging,” Newsom said. 
“It reinforces the incredible 
work that all of you are 
doing to practice physical 
distancing.” 

In Los Angeles, there are 
9,192 confirmed cases and 
296 deaths as of April 12, 
according to the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public 
Health. 

During a press conference 
on April 6, L.A. County Public 
Health Director Dr. Barbara 
Ferrer urged residents to stay 
home for the week, which she 
described as being critical in 

combating the spread of the 
virus. 

“If you have enough supplies 
in your home, this would be 
the week to skip shopping 
altogether,” Ferrer said. 

In addition to the 
recommendation by the 
state to wear face coverings 
in public, L.A. Mayor Eric 
Garcetti has extended 
protection for non-medical 
essential workers by requiring 
face coverings to be worn 
during work hours. Employers 
are required to supply face 
coverings for their employees, 
while customers who visit 
these essential businesses are 
to wear protection as well as 
of April 10.

As of April 8, two new testing 
sites have opened in Pasadena 
and the South L.A. area. 
L.A. residents experiencing 
symptoms of COVID-19 are 
highly encouraged to schedule 
an appointment for testing at 
one of the 21 sites. 

To book an appointment or 
to learn more about eligibility, 
visit coronavirus.lacity.org/
testing.  

SUMMER: CSU 
Chancellor’s 
Office and 
Academic Senate 
to decide on 
credit/no credit 
grading option

COVID-19: Face coverings now required 
at essential businesses in L.A. County

managing@thepolypost.com
Reach Sarah Han at

By SARAH HAN 
Staff Writer
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ASI approves campus climate resolution

With no dissent, the 
Associated Students, Inc. 
(ASI) Board of Directors 
unanimously approved 
a campus climate senate 
resolution on April 10 as the 
board once again met virtually 
through Zoom. 

The “Resolution in 
Opposition to Racial 
Profiling and Harassment 
on the Campus of California 
State Polytechnic University, 
Pomona” was drafted by 
Senator-at-Large Micah 

Parker and ASI Attorney 
General Manshaan Singh 
after discussing possible 
solutions to recent racial 
profiling incidents with 
African American student 
organizations on campus. 

Singh, a  third-year 
environmental biology 
student, explained the 
structure of the resolution, 
saying, “We split it up into 
what ASI can do and what we 
want the university to do.”

According to the resolution, 
the actions to be taken within 
ASI include creating a form 

where individuals may report 
discriminatory incidents 
that occur within ASI’s 
facilities, such as the Bronco 
Recreational Intramural 
Complex and the Bronco 
Student Center, or incidents 
which involve ASI staff and 
employees.  

These reported incidents 
are then to be reviewed by 
the ASI executive director and 
the ASI officer of diversity and 
inclusion.  

Additionally, ASI is required 
to conduct a review of its 
policies and operations to 

“rectify for any possible 
discriminatory practices.” 

As for the university, the 
resolution demands that 
the administration create a 
database to gather the reports 
of all incidents from a variety 
of offices and departments 
throughout the university. 
A monthly summary of 
this database is also to be 
distributed throughout the 
campus, with the goal of 
bringing higher awareness of 
these incidents to the campus 
community.  

JOANNE GUINTU |  THE POLY POST

ASI Senate meetings (pictured on March 3) now take place virtually through Zoom every Thursday.

By NICOLAS HERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

See ASI / Page 5
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ASI: Resolution requires creation of public database 
detailing monthly discriminatory incident reports

Campus remains a ghost town during ‘Safe at Home’ order

CHRISTINA MANUEL|  THE POLY POST
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It has been over a month since CPP President Soraya M. Coley announced the pause of in-person classes. 

Campus parking services will issue prorated refunds for returned student permits. The fourth floor of Parking Structure 1 was flooded due to the past week’s heavy rain.

Most restaurants have been closed since CPP shut its doors March 18. 

Centerpointe Dining Services is only allowing take out and Grubhub pickup options. The crushed Poly Trolley sits abandoned outside of the Marketplace. 

Finally, the resolution 
advocates for reforming 
the existing Inclusive 
Excellence Council. 
It calls for creating a 
subcommittee under the 
council with the goal of 
reviewing the harassment 
report ing process . 
The subcommittee’s 
membership is mandated 
to include one leader and 
one other student from 
each of the campus’ six 
cultural centers and from 
the Bronco Dreamer’s 
Resource Center. The 
resolution also calls 
on the larger council’s 
general body membership 
to increase its proportion 
of student membership.  

The approval of this 
resolution came only a 
day prior to the university 
sending a campuswide 
email, seeking input 
on the finalists for the 
position of presidential 
associate for diversity, 
inclusion and campus 
climate.  

The two finalists for 
this administrative 
position are Nicole Butts, 
who is currently serving 
the position in an interim 
capacity and who formed 
the Inclusive Excellence 
Council, and Terrance 
Mayes, who currently 
serves as the inaugural 
associate vice chancellor 
for equity, diversity, 
and inclusion at the 

University of California, 
Irvine. Whoever ends up 
being appointed is sure 
to play a large role in 
leading the university’s 
response to campus 
climate incidents and will 
have to decide to what 
degree he or she fulfills 
the demands set out by 
this ASI resolution. 

In the meeting, the 
board also listened to the 
last of the preliminary 
presentations, which 
provided an overview of 
next year’s ASI budget. 

H a v i n g  a l r e a d y 
presented both the ASI 
and the Facilities and 
Operation portions of 
the budget, Director 
of Financial Services 

Carol Lee provided a 
proposal for the funds to 
be allocated in the ASI 
reserves.  

The ASI Reserves Policy 
mandates the minimum 
amount of funds required 
and the purpose of each 
of the reserve accounts. 
Year-end projections of 
the 2019-2020 budget 
show a total of $3.5 
million in the reserve 
accounts and all of the 
accounts meeting their 
required minimum 
allocation.  

With the revisions to the 
Student Opportunities 
Initiative approved by the 
student body last month, 
the proposed budget for 
the next academic year 

includes an increase 
of $200,000 for the 
Facilities & Equipment 
Replacement Reserve, 
an increase of more than 
$102,000 for the Special 
Project & Program 
Reserve and $100,000 for 
the Green Initiative Fund. 
This amounts to a total 
recommended increase 
of about $402,000 for the 
upcoming budget. 

Lee also touched on the 
impact that the COVID-
19 pandemic could have 
on next year’s budget. 

She explained that 
the current projected 
budget was created 
under the assumption 
that there would be a 
growth in enrollment 

next academic year. 
However, Lee said, “If 

we do see a decline in 
enrollment, the expenses 
will have to be adjusted 
accordingly.”

ASI Vice President 
Rachel Hunter, a fourth-
year political science 
student, informed the 
board that the next board 
meeting will include time 
for any questions and 
possible adjustments to 
the budget. 

However, Hunter also 
stated that if the board 
has no questions or 
changes, then approval 
of the budget may occur 
as soon as this Thursday. 

Continued from Page 4

managing@thepolypost.com
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After Cal Poly Pomona 
transitioned to virtual 
instruction on March 18, 
all six cultural centers 
temporarily closed to 
ensure the safety of 
the campus community 
by practicing social 
distancing during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

According to Tari 
Hunter, director of the 
Office of Student Life 
and Cultural Centers, 
the six cultural centers 
— the African American 
Student Center, Asian 
and Pacific Islander 
Center, César E. Chávez 
Center for Higher 
Education, Native 
American Student 
Center, Pride Center 
and Womxn’s Resource 
Center — will operate 
remotely to continue 
providing resources for 
students.

S o m e  r e s o u r c e s 
include virtual events 
through Zoom to keep 
students  engaged 
with the community 
and access to cultural 
center coordinators and 
student justice leaders 
through Instagram.

Hunter explained 
that the coordinators 
for each center will also 
offer virtual drop-in 
times to communicate 
with students directly 
through Zoom. 

“There have been 
varying levels of 
involvement with the 
programs, drop-in 
hours and community 
engagement events 
done remotely,” Hunter 
said. “We recognize 
that students are still 
adjusting to moving 
back home, doing virtual 
coursework or juggling 
other responsibilities at 
this time.”

F o u r t h - y e a r 
kinesiology student 

Maddison Cannon works 
as a social justice leader 
for the African American 
Student Center and 
continues to act as a 
resource for students 
remotely. She described 
how the cultural center 
has been adapting well 
to the changes made 
from the COVID-19 
pandemic.

“Our main goal is to 
give students a chance to 
think about something 
other than the pandemic 
and allow students to 
have the opportunity 
to be around people in 
our community that will 
help them uplift each 
other,” Cannon said.

With the spread of 
COVID-19, fourth-year 
civil engineering student 
Felipe Salinas explained 
his experience with his 
role as a social justice 
leader for the César 
E. Chávez Center. He 
said he spent this year 

focusing on outreach and 
creating a welcoming 
environment for the CPP 
community to engage 
more with the César E. 
Chávez Center.

With recent changes 
to virtual instruction, 
it has become even 
more crucial for the 
CPP community to 
stay connected. Since 
students are unable 
to physically visit 
the cultural centers, 
Salinas explained the 
importance of cultural 
centers reaching out to 
students and comforting 
them to let them know 
they are not alone during 
the pandemic. 

“Even with everything 
going on in the world, we 
need to take things day 
by day,” Salinas said. “I 
know that everyone 
needs to adjust to events 
hosted by the cultural 
centers that we were 
looking forward to being 

canceled.”
To abide by the social 

distancing guidelines, 
the university announced 
the cancellation of all 
events expecting more 
than 100 participants 
on March 12, which 
a f f e c t e d  s e v e r a l 
events planned by the 
six cultural centers. 
Nonetheless, some of 
the events hosted by the 
cultural centers showed 
flexibility by resuming 
their plans through their 
social media accounts, 
especially through 
Instagram.

However, the 2020 
Cultural Graduation 
Celebrations event is 
canceled, the Office of 
Student Life and Cultural 
Centers announced 
on the CPP website. 
Annually, the Cultural 
Graduation Celebrations 
provide graduating 
students with an 
opportunity to embrace 

the culture and beliefs 
they value with others 
from their community 
while sharing their 
a c h i e v e m e n t s  o f 
completing their college 
journeys. 

As the cultural centers 
continue to engage 
with students online, 
third-year chemical 
engineering student 
Riddhima Kumar said 
the cultural centers 
added more excitement 
to her experience 
at CPP. Through the 
opportunities to meet 
new people and learn 
about different health 
topics in the programs 
hosted by the Womxn’s 
Resource Center, she 
felt closer to the campus 
community.  

Kumar mentioned she 
visited the Womxn’s 
Resource Center at 
least twice a week and 
participated in the 
weekly events hosted 

on campus. She said the 
center provided her with 
a place to engage with 
other students, and take 
a breather from classes 
through drinking tea 
and completing coloring 
pages during her free 
time.

“Even though the 
cultural centers are 
closed on campus, I still 
feel connected to them 
through Instagram, 
especially the Womxn’s 
Resource Center,” Kumar 
said. “They bring some 
positivity and awareness 
to my feed which I really 
appreciate.”

For more information 
about the six cultural 
centers and access 
to their social media 
platforms, visit https://
w w w. c p p . e d u / c e i s /
ethnic-womens-studies/
c u r r e n t - s t u d e n t s /
cultural-centers.shtml.

ae@thepolypost.com
Reach Jizelle Saucedo at

Cultural centers support students remotely during pandemic
By JIZELLE SAUCEDO

Staff Writer

 A group photo of people involved with the César E. Chávez Center at Cal Poly Pomona. 

Music festival season: Quarantine edition

With almost the whole world 
maintaining social distancing, 
the music world does not stop, 
bringing live performances 
and festivals in a new virtual 
form. Multiple artists and 
music companies have come 
together to produce free 
livestream performances to 
bring the party right to their 
fans at home. 

Fans across the world have 
started to livestream parties 

over Zoom and have dressed 
up in festival attire to get in 
the spirit of digital festival 
season. 

‘Digital Mirage Online 
Music Festival ‘

Brownies and Lemonade 
and Proximity, two event 
companies , partnered 
together to create a three-
day festival on the weekend 
of April 3-5. The lineup was 
stacked with 51 of the world’s 
most well-known and loved 
artists such as Kaskade, 
Gryffin, Louis the Child and 

many more. The festival 
attracted millions of fans and 
became the biggest online-
only festival. The festival 
raised over $300,000 toward 
the Sweet Relief Musicians 
Fund, which benefits people 
in the music industry who 
are facing challenges due 
to health-related and age-
related issues. Many of the 
artists have uploaded their 
sets on MixCloud and various 
music platforms for fans 
who missed the festival or 
those who want to relive the 

experience. 
Due to the success of 

Digital Mirage’s past festival 
weekend, the producers have 
plans for a second festival 
weekend. Brownies and 
Lemonade teased its fans by 
tweeting: “Digital Mirage 
Season 2.”

‘Coachella: 20 Years in the 
Desert’ 

Due to the Coachella Valley 
Music and Arts Festival being 
postponed until October, 
the producers wanted to 
give fans exclusive, behind-
the-scenes footage of the 
annual festival. On April 10, 
Coachella released a YouTube 
Originals Documentary called 
“Coachella: 20 Years in the 
Desert” for free. Coachella 
encourages fans to stay safe 
at home and stream the 
documentary with its clever 
hashtag #Couchella. This 
documentary was released at 
noon, at the same exact time 
the gates were scheduled to 
open on the original date for 
weekend one of Coachella. 

The documentary covers 
footage and reminisces 
on the most jaw-dropping 
performances from artists like 
Beyoncé, to Billie Eilish and 
Madonna. The iconic Tupac 
hologram and performances 

from Tame Impala, last 
year’s headliner, are also 
shown. The documentary 
gives the audience backstage 
footage and a glimpse of 
the preparation for the 
music festival. It gives fans 
something they can hold 
close to their hearts as we go 
through these tough times 
and excitement for what’s to 
come at the upcoming festival 
in October.

‘Live from Home’
Live Nation has made it 

easier for fans to connect 
with their favorite artists by 
creating “Live from Home.” 
New livestreams of artists 
performing, sharing their 
stories and guest-starring in 
talk shows are uploaded daily. 
Artists also host social media 
takeovers on Live Nation’s 
Instagram and Twitter to 
answer any questions fans 
have. 

Musicians and artists all 
around the world continue to 
bring light in the darkest of 
times to their fans. Music is 
a universal language of hope 
and joy. Music brings people 
together, even when they 
cannot gather in the same 
physical space. 

By JOANNE GUINTU
Staff Writer

The iconic music festival Coachella reminds its fans that while life may seem on pause, music never is.

ae@thepolypost.com
Reach Joanne Guintu at
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READY TO MOVE BEYOND YOUR 
BACHELOR’S 
DEGREE?

The College of the 

Extended University 

currently offers six Master’s 

Degree programs that are focused 

on non-traditional student learners, 

offering flexibility and convenience.

College of the 
Extended University

Accelerated Accountancy

Geology

Hospitality Management

Interior Architecture

International Apparel Management

Systems Engineering

COMING SOON:   • Architecture Management  
• Business Analytics  
• Dietetics 

Visit www.ceu.cpp.edu/beyond for more information 

How to: Creating homemade 
masks in times of shortage

Are you in need of masks 
but can’t find them in nearby 
stores? Here are two quick 
and easy ways to make your 
own mask from materials 
lying around your house. 
Both methods follow the 
Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention guidelines on 
cloth face coverings.  

The first method is an easy 
and fast way to make a face 
mask that requires a bit of 
hand sewing. This method 
will allow you to be creative 
in how you want your mask 
to look while using household 
items.  

Easy DIY Face Mask 
Method Without a Sewing 

Machine
(From the YouTube channel 

of Natalia Tim)
Materials:
•Old T-shirt or fabric 
•Scissors
•Needle and thread 
•Iron 
•Two hair ties cut into 

elastic strings 
1. Cut a single piece of 

fabric from the T-shirt into a 

rectangle that is 16 inches by 
10 inches. 

2. Fold the fabric in half 
vertically. The inside of the 
fold should be shown on the 
outside of your mask. Then, 
fold about a centimeter of the 
bottom on both sides, and iron 
it to make sure it stays down. 

3. Fold the material into 
three sections, each about 2 
inches wide, and iron them 
down. This pattern will be the 
foundation of  mask. 

4. Open the fabric and 
make sure there are five folds 
creased up. Place one end 
of the elastic on the bottom 
of the fabric near one side. 
Then, place the other end in 
the middle of the third fold 
on the same side. Repeat on 
the other side with the second 
elastic string. 

5. Fold the fabric in half 
once again while keeping the 
folds creased. Sew each side 
closed. You should sew into 
each end of the hair ties at 
least four times to secure it. 

6. Turn the material inside 
out so the elastic is on the 
outside. Now you have a new 
face mask ready to be worn 
outside during essential 

activities. 
If you don’t know how to 

sew or want an easier way 
to make your own mask, this 
next method is for you. This 
is another easy method that 
requires no sewing at all and 
will take a minute or two to 
make. All you need to do is 
cut.

Quick Cut Method with an 
Old T-Shirt 

(From the CDC website )
Materials: 
•Old T-shirt 
•Scissors 
1. Cut the bottom of the 

T-shirt, leaving 7-8 inches of 
material. 

2. Sketch out a rectangle, 
as pictured, that is 10 to 11 
inches by 6 inches. Make sure 
to leave about an inch of the 
material from the edge. 

3. Cut out the rectangle 
from the material, and then 
cut each of the strands, as 
pictured, so that the fabric 
opens up. 

4. You’re finished! To use, 
tie the bottom string around 
your neck and the other over 
the top of your head.

By ANELA MIKI-HAN
Staff Writer

Making your free 
time worthwhile 

Since the coronavirus 
pandemic has changed many 
of our daily routines, most 
of us are finding ourselves 
at home, searching for ways 
to fill the time. To help 
resolve your boredom and 
keep you from wasting away 
refreshing social media, here 
is a list of ways you can 
spend your quarantine in a 
fun and productive way.

Become bilingual
It is now, more than ever, 

easy to become lazy and 
sleep in until noon, right? 
But why waste hours of 
your day asleep or eating 
breakfast at lunch time 
when you can be learning 
or polishing up a second 
language?

Duolingo is a free and easy 
app for your computer or 
mobile device which allows 
you to select from over 30 
languages and learn basic 
terms and phrases at your 
own pace. Duolingo, which 
is extremely easy to use, also 
has two podcasts available 
in Spanish and French. The 
podcasts offer stories in 
either language to be paired 
alongside your daily lesson.

 Many of us can easily set 
aside 30 minutes to an hour 
per day to learn a lifelong, 
useful skill. Taking on a new 
language or polishing your 
skills could also allow for 
more opportunities down 
your career path or result 
in higher wages. The time 
is now to learn that new 
language you always wanted 
to!

 Learn how to use Adobe
Learning how to use one of 

the many software programs 
offered by Adobe is another 
great skill to pick up. Adobe 
is offering free at-home 

access to its Creative Cloud 
for students and educators 
through May 31. Otherwise, 
Cal Poly Pomona students 
can purchase a one-year 
subscription for $30.

 Some of the more common 
programs are Photoshop, 
Illustrator and InDesign. 
These programs are very 
helpful for individuals 
who wish to create and 
edit content for their own 
personal or professional use. 
Some of the more advanced 
programs like Audition and 
Premiere Pro are tailored 
toward people pursuing a 
career that involves audio 
or film editing.

The thought of learning 
an Adobe program can be 
daunting, but the reality is 
you have to start somewhere!

Luckily for students, 
LinkedIn Learning provides 
hours of content that teach 
you everything from the 
basics to advanced skills. 
Many videos also offer 
downloadable material that 
will allow you to follow 
along while watching.

 Stay active
Those of us who frequent 

the gym have lost access to 
the Bronco Recreation and 
Intramural Complex (BRIC) 
or our local gyms, but this 
doesn’t mean you can’t 
exercise from home.

 There are several 
exercises that can be done 
inside the comfort of your 
home. Exercises like planks 
are a great way to strengthen 
your core and upper body. 
You can also get creative 
and find household items 
like water gallons to do 
weighted squats or bicep 
curls. Using things like your 
school backpack can also 
be a good way to create a 

By MICHAEL ACEVEDO & 
LAUREN BRUNO

Staff Writer & Copy Editor

See LEISURE Page 8ae@thepolypost.com
Reach Anela MIki-Han at
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Learning to make your own masks at home sounds intimidating; however, by following a few easy steps, you 
will no longer find yourself in dire need of scavenging online.
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We accept:
cash

credit cards
checks

Bronco Bucks 
and

meal points

4102 S. University Dr., Pomona, CA
(909) 869-4906 • Daily 10am-6pm

Visit us at: www.cppfarmstore.com

Cal Poly Pomona 

FARM STORE
at Kellogg Ranch

OPEN EVERY DAY!
We are taking every precaution to make your 

shopping experience safe and enjoyable.

Fresh Locally Grown

Strawberries
$3.50/basket or $9 per 3-pack

TOMATO PLANTS 

Huge Variety of Plants for Sale
In the Farm Store Nursery

FARM FRESH
PRODUCE
Available Daily

$4.00 ea
Available while supplies

 la
st.

H
U

N

DRED VARIETIES

Fresh Produce
Delivered Daily!

Easy-to-make food 
to boost your mood 

Being quarantined at home 
during this harsh time can get 
boring and repetitive. It is best 
to try and keep yourself busy 
by learning new things, such 
as cooking.

Whether you already know 
how to cook, are just learning 
or have never cooked before, 
there are many easy food 
recipes that can be created with 
simple ingredients that can be 
found around your house and 
make for the perfect meal or 
snack.

Minted melon, tomato and 
prosciutto salad 

This dish will leave you 
wanting more with its quality 
produce and delicious taste. 

Ingredients: heirloom 
tomatoes, Charentais melon, 
prosciutto, mint leaves, crusty 
bread, red wine vinegar, olive 
oil, honey, salt and pepper. 

Step 1: Cut the tomatoes 
and Charentais melons into 
chunks.

Step 2: Make the dressing by 
adding 1.5 tablespoons of red 
wine vinegar, 3 tbsp. olive oil 
and 1 teaspoon of honey into 
a small bowl and whisk it all 
together. 

Step 3: Toss the tomatoes 
and melons together in a bowl 
and add the dressing along with 
a hint of salt and pepper, mix. 

Step 4: On a clean plate, 
add the prosciutto and the 
mixture you just made on top. 
Sprinkle chopped mint leaves 
and drizzle extra dressing if 
you choose. Serve with a side 
of crusty bread and enjoy! 

Gnocchi with lemon and 
chive pesto 

A twist on a traditional pasta 
platter that will make date 
night extra special. 

Ingredients: garlic clove, 

parsley, chives, toasted pine 
nuts, grated parmesan, lemon 
juice, olive oil and gnocchi. 

Step1: Place chopped garlic, 
parsley, chives, pine nuts, 
Parmesan, lemon juice and 
olive oil in a small bowl, mix 
well. 

Step 2: Cook the gnocchi 
by simply following the 
instructions on the package. 
Once fully cooked, drain and 
put pasta in a bowl. Add the 
mixture you created along with 
shredded Parmesan and olive 
oil, then enjoy! 

Lime possets with 
raspberries (or any fruit of 

your choice)
This mouth-watering dessert 

will remind you of summertime 
by the pool. 

Ingredients: double cream, 
caster sugar, lime juice, lime 
zest, raspberries (or any fruit 
of your choice). 

Step 1: Put 200 millileters 

of double cream and 4 tbsp. 
of sugar in a small saucepan. 
Heat for about two minutes 
until boiling while constantly 
stirring. Turn heat off then add 
in lime juice and lime zest. 

Step 2: Add this mixture in 
a small glass cup and allow to 
cool for two hours (can put in 
the fridge for faster cooling 
time).

Step 3: Once cooled 
completely, add fruit of your 
choice to top it off along with 
lime zest and all done! 

Cooking is a fun and exciting 
thing to learn when stuck at 
home with nothing to do. It 
will satisfy those cravings and 
give you a chance to try out 
those recipes you might have 
never had the time to try out 
before. These delicious recipes 
and more can be found at 
bbcgoodfoods.com. 

ae@thepolypost.com
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By CARLA GHAFARI
Staff Writer

Leisure: Every day 
can be spent learning 
something new
weighted vest.

 If you are unsure of how to 
start an exercise routine, the 
Los Angeles Dodgers head 
trainer Brandon McDaniel 
will be streaming a 30-minute 
workout on Mondays and 
Fridays at 8 a.m., which 
can be found on the official 
Dodgers YouTube, Facebook 
and Twitter accounts. 
Finding an exercise routine 
that works for you is key, 
but most importantly, find a 
program that you can create 
into a routine.

 According to Harvard 
Health Publishing, exercising 
regularly is one of several 
ways to strengthen your 
immune system. Even though 
we are at home, it is still 
important to keep your body 
healthy and strong.

Learn how to cook
As college students on the 

go, many of us are accustomed 
to eating out because it’s fast 
and easy. Why not use the 
time at home to reacquaint 
yourself with your kitchen? 

Learning how to cook, or 
even trying out a new recipe 
can be a great way to pass 
the time in a productive way. 
While certain ingredients 
may be hard to come by 
during this time, there are 
plenty of meals you can 
whip up with what you have 
on hand. The free “Allrecipes 
Dinner Spinner” app allows 
you to input ingredients you 
have at home and gives you 
dozens of recipes based on 
your selections. Now is the 
perfect time to experiment 
with new ingredients that 
you wouldn’t normally think 
to pair together!

Watch a documentary
Without a doubt, many 

of us have turned to our 

tried and true Netflix 
favorites like “The Office” 
or “Schitt’s Creek” to kill 
time throughout the day. As 
an alternative, try checking 
out a documentary on a topic 
you’ve been wanting to learn 
more about. 

For those having baseball 
withdrawals, “The Battered 
Bastards of Baseball” on 
Netflix is a fun choice. The 
film details the story of 
the Portland Mavericks, an 
independent minor league 
baseball team established 
by actor Bing Russell (father 
of Kurt Russell, who was also 
the team’s designated hitter) 
in 1973. The motley crew of 
ballplayers held their own in 
the league for only four years, 
but definitely left their mark.

“Tiger King” on Netflix is 
another quirky documentary 
that has taken the world 
by storm. Joe Exotic, an 
Oklahoman zoo owner, is 
the main character of the 
series who is surrounded 
by controversy in the “big 
cat” world. While it might 
not sound like a topic you’d 
normally be interested in, 
the seven-part series has all 
the elements required for an 
entertaining story — wild 
animals, crime, murder, drugs 
and even polygamy. 

“Every episode ends on a 
cliffhanger, which makes it 
so addicting to watch,” said 
April Chiu, a second-year 
apparel merchandising and 
management student. “It was 
just so strange and different 
from the other shows that I 
normally watch.” 

No matter how you are 
spending your quarantine, 
make sure to stay safe and 
healthy during this time!

ae@thepolypost.com

Reach Michael Acevedo and 
Lauren Bruno at

Continued from Page 7
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Now that summer is approaching, it is the perfect time to start trying 
out your fruity recipes to enjoy from home. 
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Classes have started 
back up again, and spring 
break is over. This year, 
however, it is difficult 
for students to even tell. 
Online classes have forced 
both Cal Poly Pomona 
students and professors 
into a completely 
unprecedented and 
confusing situation. 
Within the span of just 
a few days, the campus 
community’s daily lives 
were turned upside down. 

T h e  C OV I D - 1 9 
pandemic has completely 
thrown the spring 2020 
semester into an upheaval, 
with circumstances 
changing from one day 
to the next. Perhaps 
the toughest aspect of 
the transition to online 
classes, academically 
speaking, is that students 
who were relying on 
in-person instruction 
from professors and the 
benefits of collaboration 
with their classmates are 
now left essentially on 
their own. 

The transition to online 
teaching is certainly 
difficult and stressful 
for professors, but the 
fact is that their GPA is 
not dependent on their 
academic performance 
during the pandemic — 
ours is. Now, not only do 
our professors have to 
adjust their lesson plans 

for the semester, they 
must also adjust their 
expectations for their 
students as well. 

While professors may 
read this and think that 
it sounds simply like 
an excuse to be lazy, it 
cannot be denied that the 
ongoing circumstances 
of social isolation, 
nonessential businesses 
being shut down and 
problems that arise in 
the students’ personal 
lives can (and certainly 
will) affect their ability 
to perform academically 
in the next month. 

Midterms and finals are 
hard enough for students 
to balance during a 
normal school semester. 
Between our jobs, family 
and other responsibilities, 
it takes a lot of dedication 
and balance to fulfill our 
academic responsibilities. 
The current pandemic has 
amplified our everyday life 
responsibilities as well. 
Consequently, without 
the face-to-face professor 
interaction and classmate 
collaboration, finals have 
become much more 
stressful for students. 

On the surface, it would 

seem that the “Safe at 
Home” order would give 
students more time to 
study and work on their 
assignments, but that is 
simply not true. 

Professors should not 
assume that just because 
students are spending 
more time at home they 
can handle a workload 
comparable to a normal 
semester. 

A number of students 
work essential jobs, and 
the stress that results 
from having to work in 
this current environment 
will severely inhibit their 

ability to focus on their 
assignments. 

The stress from daily 
news updates and social 
isolation is surely taking 
a physical and mental toll 
on all of us. The weekend 
after in-class meetings 
were suspended, I woke up 
with a pinched nerve in my 
neck, undoubtedly caused 
by the combined stress of 
the school’s transition 
and the increasingly grim 
news updates. Between 
trying to focus on my 
assignments, getting 
ready for fall registration 
and having my summer 
courses thrown into 
question due to the online 
transition, it all seems like 
too much. That’s not even 
counting the non-campus  
worries that we are all 
dealing with as well.

This is why professors 
need to severely alter 
their expectations from 
their students this 
semester. It’s not because 
of laziness, and it’s not 
because we’re trying to 
take advantage of the 
situation. The truth of the 
matter is that none of us 
have ever lived through 
something like this before, 
and we’re all just trying to 
deal with it as best we can. 
We’re trying to figure out 
how to live during global 
pandemic. We don’t need 
to worry about finals on 
top of that. 

Students need a break during pandemic
By ANDY FOREMAN

Staff Writer
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How coronavirus distresses a 
student in the class of 2020

The race to the 
finish line becomes 
bittersweet as all the 
late-night studying, 
mounds of homework 
and Scantron tests 
slowly come to an end 
as a senior in college, 
but there’s one thing 
getting in the way of 
the celebration and 
ceremony this year 
— COVID-19. 

This pandemic has 
taken not only the 
world by storm 
but specifically 
the class of 2020.

Being a student 
can be considered 
a full-time job 
when there’s 
always something 
to be working on 
in school. 

With very little 
time to share 
with friends and 
family, graduation is a 
ceremony that brings 
loved ones together to 
celebrate a student’s 
accomplishments. 

As a senior at Cal 
Poly Pomona, the 
coronavirus has affected 
me personally. 

I moved to Southern 
California from a 
small town in Iowa to 
pursue my dreams as a 
journalist. 

As an only child, it 
was a sacrifice for my 
parents to let their one 
and only daughter move 
far away from home. 

I am also a first-
generation graduate, 
so graduation is a 
tremendous milestone 
to my family. I don’t 
get the privilege to 

come home and see 
my parents every day 
as opposed to some 
students. 

My parents looked 
forward to watching me 
walk up on stage in my 
cap and gown to get my 
diploma. 

The FaceTime calls 
between us went 
from being happy and 
hopeful to distraught 
and disappointed in 
a split second as the 
email was sent out that 
graduation is postponed 
due to the coronavirus. 

Even if my parents 
could travel to see me, 
there are several factors 
to consider. One being 
the biggest question: 
“When is graduation 
going to happen?” And 
the biggest risk would 
be to travel and possibly 
catch the coronavirus as 
the pandemic is rapidly 
spreading throughout 
the nation. 

As the pandemic 
spreads, the sorrow 
grows. 

I graduated high 
school in 2013 and 
moved for better 
opportunities outside 
of my town of 9,000 
people. I took extra time 
in community college 
due to having to work 
full-time to pay for 

tuition. Transferring 
to a university was the 
most exciting part of my 
educational journey. 

All I ever looked 
forward to was earning 
my bachelor’s degree 
from a university. 

I’ve had the best 
college experience at 
Cal Poly Pomona and 
it made me eagerly 
anticipate graduating 
as a Bronco. 

Graduating is one of 
the biggest milestones 
that one can experience 
and this pandemic will 

strip that away 
from me. I am 
currently left 
with questions 
that can’t be 
answered.

My education’s 
storybook ending 
turned into a 
nightmare. 

My dream to 
walk the stage 
to receive my 

diploma has been put 
on a pause that might 
not get the play button 
pushed. 

These are all things 
that run through my 
head constantly as I’m 
trying to finish my last 
weeks here at CPP.

With the coronavirus, 
every day is different, 
and it is clear that 
being in quarantine has 
become the new normal. 

Although my family 
is still proud of my 
accomplishments and 
the hard work that I’ve 
put in, I will receive my 
diploma one way or 
another. 

But all I can say is, “It 
isn’t the same.” 

editor@thepolypost.com
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Sanders’
movement
continues

By NICHOLAS 
TALAMANTE

On April 8, Sen. Bernie 
Sanders announced 
he was suspending his 
presidential campaign 
for the 2020 Democratic 
Party nomination. This 
news was difficult to hear, 
albeit not that surprising 
given the delegate deficit 
Sanders faced. This didn’t 
make the news any less 
disappointing for me and 
the millions of Americans 
who supported Sanders. 
But this is not where the 
movement ends.

Sanders is quite literally 
the only reason that I have 
become as politically 
engaged as I am today. He 
was the first politician I 
ever cast a presidential 
vote for. The 2016 Sanders 
campaign put me on a path 
of political awakening 
that has forever changed 
my life. And my story is 
far from unique. Millions 
of people, especially 
among the younger 
generations, have had a 
similar experience thanks 
to the Sanders movement, 
and for the first time, had 
found a politician worth 
getting behind.

“Not Me, Us” is both a 
great campaign slogan 
and the genuine ethos 
of the Sanders campaign 
and the movement 
surrounding it.

The movement is about 
working-class people, 
whether they be young, 
old, gay, straight, black, 
white, an immigrant or 
any other demographic 
under the sun; this is 
about working-class 
people coming together 
to stand for what they 
believe in. 

There has never been 
a coalition of this size 
with enthusiasm that has 
brought so many people 
together. The movement 
will continue because it 
was never about Bernie 
Sanders.

Working-class people 
across this country are 
realizing that we are 
the ones who make this 
country run. We generate 
the profits that make this 
country the richest nation 
on earth.

It is about not accepting 
crumbs while billionaires 
and mult inational 
corporations make 
historic profits.

The Sanders movement 
champions fighting for 
real change, to show that 
policies like Medicare 
for All, the Green New 
Deal and free college are 
not pie-in-the-sky or 
impossible concepts, but 
rational and justified.

It is about making sure 
all of us are taken care of.

“Are you willing to fight 
for someone you don’t 
know as much as you 
are willing to fight for 
yourself?” Sanders asked a 
crowd of over 26,000 at his 
Queensbridge Park, New 
York rally and received a 
roaring, “Yes!”  

So, while Sanders may 
not become the president, 
the movement he’s 
generated will not stop. 

It will only continue 
to grow, become more 
organized and stronger. 
This fight’s far from over.

Reach Nicholas Talamante at
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As the pandemic
spreads, the

sorrow grows.
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Quotes and photos compiled by staff writer Christian Moya

“It’s really 
disappointing any time 
your team can’t compete 
for a championship. You 
just hope they don’t lose 
their momentum and 
everyone stays healthy 
if the season finally 
resumes. It was right 
around the best time 
for all sports, not only 
basketball, but we also 
have to realize that this 
is bigger than sports.”

“I feel like this may 
be an opportunistic 
comeback for the 
Lakers; however, the 
season was canceled. 
As disappointing as it 
is, I understand why 
the season had to be 
canceled, along with 
everything else. Once 
this whole situation 
is over — and it will 
be — we’ll all be ready 
to see the Lakers rise 
again to claim their 
championship.”

“Being a Lakers fan 
since I was a kid, it’s 
sad to see such a special 
season abruptly put on 
hold. However, the most 
important thing right 
now is making sure that 
we can achieve a safe 
environment again. 
Hopefully once that is 
achieved, we can watch 
the Lakers make a run 
for the championship.”

“It’s almost as if 
there has been a curse 
placed upon L.A. First, 
the Rams lost a Super 
Bowl a couple years 
ago, the Dodgers failed 
to win a handful of 
World Series in the 
previous years, and now 
the Lakers aren’t even 
allowed a chance to 
prove themselves. Man, 
all I’ve ever wanted 
to experience is a 
championship parade in 
downtown L.A.”

Cory Lee,
fifth-year food 
science and 
technology student

Derek Marshall Jr.,
fourth-year business 
administration student

Quinn Cooper,
fourth-year 
psychology student

Students share opinions on postponement 
of Lakers’ winning season due to COVID-19

On March 11, National Basketball Association (NBA) Commissioner Adam Silver decided to suspend the remainder of the NBA season until 
further notice after a player from the Utah Jazz tested positive for the coronavirus. This decision sparked shock and frustration from many 
players and fans across the world. The sports world started taking the situation more seriously as more and more players started testing positive, 
suspending all sporting events indefinitely.

While the NBA season still has not officially been canceled, with the U.S. having the most cases of the virus in the world, we may not see the 
NBA season finished.

The Los Angeles Lakers were in first place in the Western Conference and were the favorites to win the championship this year. Living in 
California, there are plenty of Laker fans who are disappointed with what has happened regarding the NBA season, yet they understand the 
severity of this virus and agree that health is more important. The Poly Post interviewed some students to get their opinions on the situation.

Spring athletes granted extra year of eligibility

T h e  N a t i o n a l 
Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) 
granted an extra year of 
eligibility to spring-sport 
athletes whose seasons 
were affected by the 
coronavirus pandemic.

This only applies to 
student-athletes who 
would be exhausting 
their last year of 
eligibility, giving seniors 
one more season to 
compete, if they choose 
to do so.

With uncertainty in 
regard to scholarships, 
roster size and incoming 
recruits, the NCAA is 
working with schools 
by providing them with 
eligibility flexibility for 
the 2020-21 year.

The NCAA allows 
student-athletes four 
out of five years to 
compete in their sport. 
One of those years can 
be used to redshirt to 
develop skills, extend 
their eligibility, and 
potentially recover from 
an injury. The council 
granting this extension 
is especially important 
for those seeing their 
fifth and final year come 
to an abrupt end due to 
the coronavirus.

Mixed emotions arose 

from student-athletes 
after the news broke 
of an extra year of 
eligibility. Some were 
eager to find out if they 
had a second chance, 
while others worried 
whether they could even 
have enough classes to 
be a full-time student. 
A majority of senior 
student-athletes will be 
graduating at the end of 
the school year, making 
it difficult for them to 
come back for another 
year and compete.

M a n y  s e n i o r s 
across the country are 
contemplating the 
“what-if” factor. Not 
knowing how their 
season could have ended 
has left many devastated.

Senior Imani Williams, 
a member of the CPP 
women’s track and field 
team, is taking it day 
by day. She, and the 
rest of her team, had 
a feeling their season 
would be ending due to 
the fact that a handful 
of their events had been 
canceled. However, she 
was still heartbroken 
when she received the 
news that her career as 
a student-athlete was 
over.

“As of right now, I am 
trying to stay in school 
so I can use the year of 
eligibility,” Williams 
said. “Because I was 
going to graduate in the 

spring, we have run into 
some difficulties keeping 
me, as well as the other 
seniors in my position, 
enrolled.”

Williams has high 
hopes that everything 
can be figured out so she 
can compete with the 
rest of her fellow seniors 
for one last season.

The baseball team was 
having a winning season 

before it got cut short. 
Senior pitcher Jeremy 
Taylor is determined 
to use his extra year of 
eligibility and play next 
year. Taylor does not 
want to live with regret 
knowing he could have 
given it one more shot 
at playing the game he 
played his whole life.

“I know I’m not the 
only one on the team 

that believed we could 
have gone a long way 
this year,” Taylor said. 
“I am excited to get back 
with the guys when this 
whole situation is over 
and compete again. I 
look forward to coming 
back for a fifth year and 
helping this team reach 
our goal … a national 
championship.”

The council also 

extended baseball’s 
roster limit — the only 
sport with such a limit. It 
is important to note that 
although certain winter 
sports were affected by 
the coronavirus, they 
will not be granted the 
extra year of eligibility.
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The Cal Poly Pomona baseball team had a total of eight seniors on its 2020 roster. (Pictured is senior pitcher 
Jeremy Taylor.)

Bryce Wooldride,
second-year 
kinesiology student


